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Hurrah! Yet another decade of writing the treesponsibility newsletter has sped by, so we are
on Volume III, and this is Issue 1!
As regular readers will know, treesponsibility is not just a tree-planting group, we are a
climate action campaign. I am writing this on the day that the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) published a landmark report underlining the urgency of keeping
global warming to a maximum of 1.5 degrees above pre-industrial levels, to avoid loss of
99% of the world's coral reefs, melting of tundras, serious effects on crop pollination, and
hundreds of millions of people in climate induced poverty. The report was commissioned
after the Paris agreement in 2015, but since then emissions have started to rise again, and
the political situation has worsened markedly. Trump's decision to withdraw from the
agreement is a big bad thing, but this country has not been a shining example either –
governmental support for fracking whilst withdrawing support from renewables, and the
decision to allow a third runway at Heathrow show how little regard our leaders have for the
future. No wonder people are talking about a climate change cliff edge. (For what it is
worth, my personal view is that we've already gone over the edge, but there may be a faint
hope that we can grab a tree branch on the way down and scramble back up to a ledge!)
Trees were one of the solutions put forward by the IPCC, so we are proud that we have been
able to plant over a quarter of a million so far. But there is still a long way to go.
Last week I was at a White Rose Forest meeting in Halifax, working out how Calderdale
can contribute to the proposed Northern Forest. The ambition to plant 50 million trees in the
North of England over 25 years is a good one, but, as I pointed out at the meeting this will
not happen unless there is much clearer guidance and support in finding suitable sites – this
year we had 10,000 trees ruled out for ecological reasons (bird issues and species rich
grasslands) even though the majority were in areas identified by the JBA trust as being
suitable for new woodland*.
In the light of all the above, THANK GOODNESS that the tree-planting season has started.
I find that there is nothing better to counteract climate doom, or stop myself fretting about
project difficulties, than getting on with the practical earth-connected task of putting trees
into the ground. We have already started the school work (see page 7) and we are still
buzzing from hosting a really successful 40th birthday tree-planting weekend. The next
planting weekend is the TREESPONSIBILITY GATHERING at the end of this month –
everyone is welcome to join us either for the daytime plantings or for the full residential
experience (we will be at the Woodcraft Camping Barn at Height Gate). Full details are on
the back page.
Another surefire way to lift the spirits is music and dancing. Which leads me neatly on to
the TREESPONSIBILITY BENEFIT on November 18th at the Trades Club. Thank you
to Neil Bennett, who has arranged an excellent line-up of bands. We are hoping to pack the
place out, so please do come – tickets are now on sale through the Trades Club website.
Hope to see you there.
x Dongria
*(JBA created a national set of map layers indicating potential areas for working with natural processes, based on
research published undertaken by Defra, the Environment Agency and Natural Resource Wales).

TRUNK & DISORDERLY PRESENT

Treesponsibility
BENEFIT
SUNDAY 18th NOVEMBER
HEBDEN BRIDGE TRADES CLUB
DOORS OPEN 7.30PM.

The Harmony Jar

The Blameless Hussies

Dark Americana from three bright and sunny
musicians. The Harmony Jar play a mixture of
self-penned songs and unusual covers, and their
close harmonies and moody tunes make for a truly
enjoyable listening experience.

The Blameless Hussies are Jenny Goodman and
Sarah Harman – they combine their distinctive
voices to create witty and serious songs from a
woman’s perspective – on life, love, the injustices of
the world and the fight for freedom – all in glorious
acapella harmony.

Creedy and the
Colour

The Men They Couldn’t
Stand

Creedy and the Colour is a two-piece Hebden
Bridge-based band, featuring established pysch/
prog/folk singer-songwriter-guitarist, Creedy,
and Paul Walsh (AKA Turtle) who also played
inventive melodic bass in former incarnations of
this collaboration, including The Landing Party
and Ecogoose. Expect gentle funky melodies with
outstanding guitar, thought-provoking lyrics and
powerful vocals.

Two old gits with over fifty years of performance
experience between them and a great future behind them. We play sets of lively tunes in a celtic
style and sing quirky songs very much in our own
style.

TICKETS £5. Available fROM
www. thetradesclub.com

The Midgelden Brook Project- Update
Midgelden Brook and its tributaries are in the Walsden catchment, identified as one of four priority
catchments for NFM in a modelling exercise following the 2015 floods in the Upper Calder Valley.
Our community-led project comprises a suite of interventions at 6 sites within 1.5 kilometres of
Clough Foot, (but excluding the catchment of Gorpley reservoir).
Treesponsibility are the budget holders on behalf of the SOURCE partnership, with active
participation by Slow the Flow Calderdale, the Calder and Colne Rivers Trust, the Upper
Calderdale Wildlife Group, Sticks and Stones, Yorkshire Water and Calderdale Council, with
oversight by the Environment Agency.
Matchfunding for the project has been provided by SUMA Wholefoods, the Woodland Trust,
Todmorden Town Council, and Calderdale Community Foundation.

a) Tree and Hedge Planting.
During the first year of the project, over 6000 trees were planted at three sites (the Gorpley Spur,
Rock Nook, and a riparian buffer strip at North Midgelden Farm). Some of the planting was carried
out by volunteers visiting the Upper Calder Valley to join in with treesponsibility's residential
planting weekends – we had vistors from as far afield as London, Bristol and Scotland, as well as
from the Northern cities of England. The remainder of the planting work was carried out with the
help of volunteers from the Calder Valley and local businesses - we had 9 groups from Northern
Powergrid, 5 from Yorkshire Water, one from the Environment Agency, one from WSP and one
from Thompson Reuters. Ecological surveys of the sites were conducted prior to planting, to
ensure that no declining bird species would be adversely affected and that there were no rare fungi
(waxcaps) on the site.
The tree-planting element of the Midgelden Book project is continuing this autumn and next spring.
We have a kilometre of hedge to plant in the area, and made an excellent start on this last weekend,
with further hedge planting scheduled for the Autumn Gathering. We also plan to continue with the
(flatter and easier!) parts of the Gorpley Spur. We are hoping that even more businesses will want to
get involved – it is a good team-building exercise with real benefits to the local community.

b) Slowing the Flow interventions
Living willow revetments:- Our first slow-the-flow intervention was 106 metres of living willow
revetments to intercept stormwater run-off from Rock Nook. A total of 19 leaky dams were
installed in a reedy area, which can become a torrent when there is heavy rainfall. We used thicker
willow cuttings in 2 foot lengths, planted close together, with the thinner willow lengths being used
to weave between the uprights. Stock-proofing fencing was required. (This had been installed the
previous year). As the pictures below show, the living willow is doing its job.........

!st June 2018, before and after heavy rain

Woody Debris leaky Dams: We are currently awaiting Drainage Consent from Calderdale Council
for 7 in-channel woody debris dams in Gorpley Clough. We will use a contractor for the treefelling, with supervision from a qualifand engineer from Slow the Flow Calderdale. We hope that
work will commence this Autumn. Design of each dam will be developed at site during felling
depending on how the trees fall, the intent is to attempt to leave some of each felled trunk to remain
attached to the stump where possible. Larger trunks (~800 mm diameter) will span the stream
unassisted, smaller trunks (~400 mm diameter) will be laid side by side and/or braced by other
trunks running obliquely to the stream course with one end embedded into the stream bank and the
other end pinned to the main cross stream member. The trunks will be secured to the banks at one
end by leaving a hinge intact at the stump. In certain places trunks will pass behind other existing
downstream trees, where this is not possible trunks will be trimmed and dug into the bank sides so
any load is taken into the soils in passive resistance. We will ensure that log length in the dams is
1.5 x channel width. Baseflows will pass below the placed logs which will sit a minimum of 300
mm above stream bed level.
Timber Leaky Dams:- Timber leaky dams will be used where there is no potential for tree-felling,
and where living willow would not be appropriate (because of the proximity of field drains which
would be blocked by the root systems, or because of the risk of deer browsing). The sites we are
currently hoping to treat in this way are some surface run-off pathways at Rock Nook, and flows
from Inchfield Pasture. Each dam will be no more than 5 planks high. The ends of the planks will
be keyed into the sides by at least 30cm to prevent side-cutting, and a timber splash plate will be
positioned beneath the spillway as a baffle to prevent undercutting. There will be a large notch at
the base, and a smaller notch at the top. Non-treated recycled timber for the dam planks has already
been delivered to the sites, and the work will be carried out this month.

c) Erosion Control

The steep valleysides in Calderdale are susceptible to erosion, and Sticks and Stones have treated
two sites within the Midgelden Brook area with a total of 230 fascines to stabilise slopes (a small
landslip at Midgelden Wood, and several eroding areas in Gorpley Clough). Preventing erosion will
help to minimise sedimentation in the watercourses.

d) Monitoring

Various factors have informed our monitoring programme, with the principal constraints being time
and money. There is a conflict between the need for firm scientific evidence, and the need to act
quickly – baseline data for an in-depth study would take years, but delaying interventions would put
homes and businesses at risk. Similarly, it would not be possible to do a "gold-plated" study of the
entire Midgelden Brook Project with a budget of £5000.
Taking the above into account and the fact that that the EA guidance has only just been released, we
felt it was more important for our project to have modest ambitions which we could not only start
addressing straight away but also fulfil:•

We wanted to increase our understanding of river levels in Gorpley Clough during heavy
rainfall events

•

We wanted to see how our interventions worked during heavy rainfall events

•

We wanted to look at other potential benefits of our interventions, on water quality and
social engagement

Installing the monitoring systems has not been without difficulty. With respect to Gorpley Clough,
Yorkshire Water monitors flows into the Clough from the reservoir, but this fails to capture flows
from a culvert on the Northern side and two issues from Inchfield pasture to the South. We initially
wanted to install flow meters with a telemetry system, but it took some time to arrange a site visit

from the installer, and when this happened it became clear that there would be insufficient signal in
the clough. Our fallback plan has been to install cameras and gaugeboards below the culvert
outflow, and further down the clough downstream of the Inchfield pasture issues. There were some
initial technical problems with the camera settings, but these have now been resolved (thanks Jeff!).
With respect to the monitoring of the effectiveness of our interventions, we have already got
pictures of our living willow dams at Rock Nook, showing that they are effective in holding back
water. Currently there are three cameras there and they will remain in situ until other slow the flow
interventions are installed – we will then move them to get pictures of the woody debris and timber
dams in operation.
Water quality Monitoring is based on invertebrate monitoring in the river overseen by Calder and
Colne Rivers Trust (CCRT). Using a standardised method and equipment, samples of the water are
taken and then eight particularly pollution sensitive invertebrate groups are identified and recorded.
CCRT conducted the first set of samples to monitor river fly larvae on on 2nd July 2018. The
“river fly partnership” monitoring method uses the diversity and numbers of particular groups of
river fly larvae as an indication of the overall health of the river environment. The method is best
used to identify changes in the river environment, rather than as an absolute measure of health.
Diversity and numbers of Caddisflies(Tricoptera), Up wing Mayflies (Ephemerillae),
Stoneflies(Plecoptera) and Shrimp (Crustacae) were counted at two different locations, one adjacent
to the proposed locations of leaky dam interventions, and one downstream of all the proposed NFM
interventions in Gorpley Clough.
It is proposed to repeat these measurements on five further occasions as the project progresses,
September 2018, then in June and September in 2019 and 2020 in order to monitor any changes to
populations as an indication of change to the aquatic environment of Gorpley Clough.
Findings will be held by CCRT in a data base to inform the EA of both short and longer term
changes in river quality. The eight invertebrates are very sensitive to changes in stream flow and
habitat conditions so measuring their presence or absence is an important indicator of both water
and habitat quality.
Finally, with respect to social benefits we simply monitor the amount of engagement with the
project by keeping records of the number of volunteers. Over one hundred and fifty people joined
us in the tree-planting last year, and we are expecting a similar number in the year to come.
e) Woodland Management
We had hoped to have enough money in the budget to crown lift some of the very large beech trees
in Gorpley Clough. These can cause erosion on the slopes. because they are weighty trees with
shallow roots. Their canopy throws a lot of shade, so ground flora cannot establish, which means
that there is a lot of bare ground. This can cause sedimentation into the watercourse, and there is
also a landslip hazard.
Unfortunately, it looks as though this will not be feasible. The felling of the alder, sycamore, oak,
and willow trees for the woody debris leaky dams will benefit the flora of the woodland by opening
up the canopy and allowing light into the understorey, but treatment of the beech trees higher up the
slopes will be too expensive.
Consequently most of the woodland management element of our initial budget has been transferred
to slowing the flow. We hope to use the £300 remaining to organise balsam control days with
volunteers next summer – there is report that suggests that the drag created by balsam in
Mytholmroyd worsens flooding by 8%; managing riparian balsam upstream is a good thing!.

Schools update

“The best school trip ever”
“Amazing”……. “We ARE the guardians of the Galaxy”
It is a real joy to take schools out tree-planting, particularly if we are blessed with fine weather, as we
have been so far this Autumn. The children are really enthusiastic, and they tell us how much they enjoy
the work, So far we have hosted plantings for Cornholme Junior and Infant School,
St Joseph’s RC Primary, Luddenden C of E, Bolton Brow Academy and two classes from Old Earth Primary, and we have bookings from a further eight schools and a home education group, thanks to the hard
work Christina has put in making all the arrangements.
These plantings are part of the DEFRA Trees for Learning programme, and we still have some funding in
the pot, so if you are a teacher (or parent or governor) who would like to get your school involved, please
do email us:- treesponsibility@yahoo.co.uk.

Drax Update
Drax
Update
On the final day of a public consultation about Drax’s planning proposal for what would be the
UK’s largest ever gas power plant, 80 UK-based and international environmental organisations,
(including treesponsibility) sent an Open Letter to the Planning Inspectorate and the Secretary of
State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy denouncing those plans and urging that no
subsidies be made available for such a development.
The letter warned that Drax’s proposal to burn fossil gas would prevent the UK from meeting its
international climate change commitments. In order to meet the goal of the Paris Climate
Agreement, it is vital for the UK to phase out carbon emissions from fossil fuels and high-carbon
biomass, not increase them. Permitting power stations such as Drax to burn large quantities of
natural gas would push us beyond the 1.5 degree limit (as detailed in a recent Oil Change
International report).
The letter also pointed out that an increased demand for gas would incentivise fracking, which
communities across the UK and beyond strongly oppose. It urged the Government to support
genuinely renewable wind, wave and solar energy as well as energy efficiency and conservation
instead.
Drax’s Yorkshire power station is currently the world’s largest biomass burning plant and the UK’s
biggest coal burner. Both its coal and biomass burning have been the focus of protests by
environmental groups for many years due to their impacts on the climate, environment and
communities affected by coal mining, logging and air pollution. As the Government has announced
that coal burning in power stations must end by 2025, Drax seeks to replace the coal units with even
larger gas-powered ones, rather than closing them down.
The future of Drax power station may hinge on it receiving planning consent and these subsidies for
new gas. Without them, the power station may no longer be profitable and have to close. This would
reduce the UK’s carbon emissions, save biodiverse forests and protect communities from air
pollution, as well as creating a strong incentive to expand low-carbon renewable energy and
investment in energy efficiency and conservation.

Grouse Moors update

Well done to Guy Shrubsole, of the campaign group Who Owns England, which used freedom of
information legislation to obtain the minutes of a private meeting between Environment Secretary Michael
Gove and a small group of grouse moor owners, two of whom have made donations to the Conservative
party. According to the minutes, Gove advised them to “sign up to a voluntary commitment to suspend the
practice” as it would “help the government demonstrate its intent” to end it.
Whilst recognising that it is a step in the right direction to hear that the government accepts that rotational
burning damages blanket bogs, it is important to bear in mind that the voluntary commitment would not
be legally binding. Given that blanket bogs are such a rare and important habitat they should be properly
protected by law.
Meanwhile, locally, the burning continues.

Fracking Campaign update
The struggle to stop dangerous and polluting, hydraulic fracturing, (aka fracking) in Lancashire has been going
on for years. Lancashire County Council refused to extend planning permission for Cuadrilla to drill at Preston
New Rd, (PNR), near Blackpool, but the government has forced it on them against their will. To add insult to
injury hundreds of police have been drafted in from all over to enable it, at the Lancashire taxpayer’s expense.
Last year Reclaim The Power worked with other diverse local and national groups, local people and defenders,
to try and blockade the PNR site for a month. Hundreds of people came and took part, including treesponsibility
members. During this time four community defenders climbed onto the roofs of trucks taking equipment to the
fracking site. The trucks were delayed for 4 days.
At a trial on 26th of September 3 of these completely non-violent, altruistic and brave people were sentenced to
between 15 and 16 months in prison. If this was an attempt to try to scare the public out of taking action to
defend the climate, and stop the poisoning of the land, it has had the opposite effect. The outrage this
unprecedented sentencing has caused has inspired a wave of daring direct action, stiffening the defenders’
resolve to oppose this injustice.
Drilling is imminent at PNR. We need to stop it there and in the UK. We need to send a message to the industry
and government that we won’t allow this kind of corporate pillage here. The defenders at PNR need your
support. The “Frack Free Four” need your support. Together we can change things.
What you can do: Go and visit, write to, contact via internet, the lovely defenders at Preston New Rd. Ask
them what they need. Give them a donation, take them some biscuits. Boost the number of people there. They
keep a 24 hour watch on the fracking site from the “Gate Camp”. There’s a community hub at Maple Farm, and
New Hope Resistance Camp just down the road from there. There are various days, such as Green Mondays.
Sign this petitionhttps://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/hold-an-inquiry-into-the-declining-space-for-civilsociety-to-oppose-the-uk-fracking-industry-1
To write to the prisoners http://frackfreefoursupporters.org/write-to-them/
To donate to a legal fund for the Frack Free Three https://chuffed.org/project/free-the-three
The Reclaim The Power (.org) website has all these links and loads more good stuff about PNR etc. and you can
join their mailing list to find out about upcoming events.
Join Rising Up and The Extinction Rebellion to tell the Government to start taking climate change seriously..

Outside the court

Diary Dates
All dates so far for season 18/19 including schools
Tuesday 16th October

Home Education Group
Ripponden J&I at Moorfields
th
Wednesday 17 October
Riverside Junior school
Thursday 18th October
Todmorden J&I school
th
Wednesday 24 October
Luddenden Foot Academy
Thursday 25th October
New Road Sowerby J&I School
th
th
Friday 26 to Sunday 28 October
Treesponsibility Autumn Gathering
2 days tree planting, 2 Nights accommodation at
Height Gate, Celebration, Great Vegan Food. £35 for
the weekend or free for the day
Wednesday 7th November
Sacred Heart Primary School
Monday 12th November
St John’s Primary School Ripponden
Weekends Open for Group Bookings £35 per person
1st to 3rd February 2019
Accommodation at Height Gate
th
th
15 to 17 February 2019
Accommodation at Height Gate
22nd to 24th March 2019
Accommodation at Tom Bell Hardcastle Craggs
th
st
19 to 21 April 2019
Accommodation at Height Gate
Friday 8th to Sunday 10th March 2019 Treesponsibility 21st Birthday
2 days tree planting, 2 Nights accommodation at
Height Gate, Celebration, Great Vegan Food. £35 for
the weekend or free for the day
5th to 7th April 2019
Booked for GAPS reunion. You are welcome to join us
for tree planting on the Saturday and Sunday

Sarah (right) planting a hedge at Gorpley during her 40th birthday planting weekend

